Scenarios: Add a Family
1. Bob and Cheryl (Your Last Name*) come into the clinic. Bob says that they are about to have a baby but after
being laid off, they do not make enough to support themselves ($450.00 per month). You can see that
Cheryl is pretty far along in her pregnancy and very upset. In talking further with them you learn that she is 8
months pregnant. After searching in WISPr you do not find a previous entry for the family and they state
they have not had WIC services before. In WISPr’s training environment (UAT) create a family using this
scenario. Review the available options for future use.
Note: Because the Responsible Adult (RA) will also be a participant see “Add a new participant” scenario
before saving the information that you enter.
2. Molly (Your Last Name*) comes into the clinic today with her children Polly (age 6), Micah (age 2), and
Matthew (age 4 months). She expresses concern that they have been homeless for the last couple weeks.
Molly is unemployed; they do not have family or friends in the area to help them. She has not been able to
breastfeed since Matthew was two weeks old due to latching issues. Molly says that she used to be on WIC.
To ensure there isn’t duplication you search the name, but confirm there is not a participant matching her
information. In WISPr’s training environment (UAT) create a family using this scenario.
Note: Because the Responsible Adult (RA) will also be a participant see “Add a new participant” scenario
before saving the information that you enter.
WISPr information:
Participant first name (Your Last Name*)
Maiden Name
DOB
Also add as participant
SSN (optional)
Preferred Name (optional)
Years of school
Demographic information
Application Date
Proof of Identity
Category
Homeless?
Physical Address
Mailing address (if different from Physical address)
Phone number
Email (optional)
No Authorized Signer (optional)
Migrant?
*Note: Using your last name will help you identify these participants you create so that we can continue to use
these scenarios throughout the training. If you use another last name be sure that it is not too common and
something that you can remember. You will refer to this again future scenarios.
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